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ABSTRACT 
Stress is one of the principal external factors affecting the magnetization of materials. 
Although some aspects of magnetoelasticity, such as magnetostriction, have been well 
documented in the scientific literature, other aspects such as the change in magnetization 
with stress remain almost undocumented. It is into this relatively unexplored territory 
that researchers began studies of magnetoelastic effects. This thesis reports on a number 
of studies into the effects of stress and field on magnetization. In particular it is 
concerned with the fundamental description of the behavior of magnetic materials as the 
stress is changed. For small stress, and hence small deviations of the spins from their 
easy axes, the behavior is linear and reversible and the net result is either a simple 
increase or decrease in magnetization (depending on the magnetostriction and the sign of 
the stress). This behavior can be described in terms of an effective field theory, which 
expresses the stress in terms of an "equivalent" magnetic field, which either increases or 
decreases the magnetization. However when the state of a material undergoes large 
changes as a result of being subjected to high levels of external influences, such as field, 
stress or temperature, the response eventually extends beyond the simple linear regime. 
Beyond this regime the description of the behavior becomes much more complicated and 
changes in magnetization become irreversible and cause dissipation of energy. Under 
these conditions it is also often found that the state of the material is no longer reversible. 
These phenomena are documented in the experimental literature. However the 
theoretical non-linear hysteretic description of the response of materials undergoing large 
changes is only at an early stage of development compared with linear reversible theories 
that are applicable to small changes. This thesis will show how the effective field theory 
can be combined with other hysteretic and anhysteretic concepts to provide a description 
of this behavior under higher stress excitation. Furthermore the limitations of these 
theories will be discussed. 
Developing of a model description of the magnetomechanical effect has attracted 
scientific interest because of its importance in the development of stress sensors using 
Vll 
magnetostrictive materials and applications of magnetic measurements to non-destructive 
evaluation of stress in materials. In this thesis a new model equation for interpreting the 
magnetomechanical effect has been derived using a generalization of the Rayleigh law. 
According to the existing theory of the magnetomechanical effect which is based on the 
`law of approach' , on the one hand application of stress induces irreversible changes in 
magnetization towards anhysteretic magnetization which itself is stress-dependent, and 
on the other hand, the rate of change of magnetization with the input elastic energy is 
proportional to the displacement of the prevailing magnetization from the anhysteretic 
magnetization. The theory has been refined by including a new linear reversible term in 
the model equation. It was found that the modified theory can better describe the 
magnetization changes under variable stress, in particular at small applied stress 
amplitudes and when the stress changes sign. 
An integrated magnetic model has been developed which provides a coherent 
description of the effects of stress on hysteresis loop and Barkhausen effect (BE) signals. 
BE signal was calculated based on the hysteretic-stochastic process model of domain wall 
dynamics, which has been extended to include the magnetomechanical effect. For 
comparison, hysteresis loops and BE signals were measured in materials subjected to 
various tensile and compressive stresses within the elastic limit. The stress dependence 
of the modeled hysteresis loop properties and BE signals was found to be in good 
agreement with the experimental results. 
Anhysteretic magnetization curves have been measured and modeled for nickel and 
steel samples under various applied stresses. The magnetostriction was found to be 
proportional to a series of even powers of the magnetization for nickel under tensile stress 
and for steel under compressive stress. Using this parabolic representation, astress term 
was introduced to the existing model equation and the anhysteretic magnetization curves 
were modeled and compared with the experimental curves. The results show a good 
agreement between the measurement and modeling data. 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Stress dependent magnetostriction 
The dimension of a ferromagnetic material may change under some circumstances 
and this effect is called magnetostriction. There are two main types of magnetostriction: 
spontaneous magnetostriction arising from the ordering of magnetic moments into 
domains at the Curie temperature, and field-induced magnetostriction. In both cases, the 
magnetostriction ~. is simply defined as the fractional change in length: 
The value of ~, measured at magnetic saturation is called the saturation magnetostriction 
~S ,and when the word "magnetostriction" is used without qualification, ~S is usually 
meant. 
The saturation magnetostriction ~S undergone by a cubic crystal in a direction 
defined by the cosines ,131, ~C32 , ~3 relative to the crystal axes, when it changes from the 
demagnetized state to saturation in a direction defined by the cosines a l , a 2 , a 3 , is 
given by 
3  a 2 2 2/~ 2 2/~ Z 1
~s - ,Z '~IOO~al ~1 +a 2/-'2 +a3/-'3 3~ 
+ 3~~~~ (a~az~i~z + aza3~z~3 + a3a~~3~~ ) 
(1-2) 
~.,~ is the saturation magnetostriction measured along the <100> direction and ~„ is 
the saturation magnetostriction along the <111> direction. The magnetostriction 
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constants ~~ and ~ 11 of iron and nickel are listed in Table 1-1 Magnetostriction 
coefficients of iron and nickel 1. 
Table 1-1 Magnetostriction coefficients of iron and nickel 1 
Material ~~ (10-6) ~„ (10 6) 
Iron 21 -21 
Nickel -46 -24 
The saturation magnetostriction of a hexagonal crystal is given by the following 
equation: 
~ S = a,A[(ailai +azN2)2 -(LClf~l 'f-L~z~z)as~s] 
+x,8[(1—a3 )(1— ~3~ — ~a~~i +aa~z)2] 
+ 4~n ~a~,6~ + az~z )a3~3 
(1-3) 
where the direction cosines in the above equation are not relative to the hexagonal axes, 
but to orthogonal axes x, y, z. The magnetostriction constants of cobalt are: 
~A = —45 x 10~ 
~.~ =110 x 10_6
~B =-95x10 
~D = —100x 10_6
The magnetostriction constants are usually very small: ~s is typically of the order 
of 10-5, and they usually decrease in absolute magnitude as the temperature increases and 
reach zero at the Curie point. Although the direct magnetostrictive effect is small there 
exists an inverse effect which causes such properties as permeability and the size of the 
hysteresis loop to be highly dependent on stress in many materials. Magnetostriction 
therefore has many practical consequences, and a great deal of research has accordingly 
been devoted to it. 
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The magnetostriction of bulk material depends on the domain configuration 
throughout the material. Since the magnetostriction must be symmetric about M = 0, a 
simple series expansion gives 
~ = Y~ 
=o 
2i (1-4) 
If we use a simplified approximation to the magnetostriction by including the 
terms up to i = 2 and ignoring the constant term, which is simply the elastic strain and 
does not play an active role in the magnetomechanical effect [7], this gives 
= Y1M2 
+Y2M4 (1-5) 
The stress-dependence of magnetostriction curve ~, (M, 6) can be described in 
terms of the stress dependence of yl and y2 using a Taylor series expansion, 
n 
n_1 h. 
where y,." ~0~ is the nth derivative of y; with respect to stress at 6 = 0. Using only the 
terms up to n = 1, and applying the above equations (1-4) and (1-5) to the 
magnetostriction, the magnetostriction is then given by 
~. _ ~Yr~Q'~M2r ~ ~Yii ~"Yia~~~1~~'l z +~Y2i +Y22~~~1~''L 4
=o 
(1-7) 
Thus the magnetostriction can be decomposed by two parts, quadratic and quartic 
part. And each part has its stress related component and unrelated component. 
Experimental data shows that this assumption can be used for mild steel, nickel and other 
common samples. 
1.2 Stress dependent magnetization 
1.2.1 Domain and domain walls 
According to the domain theory of magnetism [ 1 ], magnetic moments in 
ferromagnetic materials are ordered into small regions called domains. Each domain is 
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typically made up of typically 1012 to 101 s magnetic moments aligned over a time average 
in the same direction. Every domain is magnetized to saturation, but the vector sum of all 
the domains will be zero, and the material is considered to be macroscopically 
demagnetized. The direction of alignment for domains generally follows one of the 
crystallographic axes, with certain axes preferred over others because of 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and these axes are called the "easy axes". The atomic 
ordering in these directions allows a reduction in energy, referred to as the 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. 
N 
Figure 1-1 Schematic diagram of the orientation change of magnetic 
moments within a domain wall 
The region between domains, where the magnetic moments change their 
orientations, is called a domain wall, a schematic diagram of which is shown in Figure 1-
1. This change in orientation is normally spread out over a few hundred atomic layers 
and the number of layers involved in the orientation change is called the domain-wall 
thickness. Two competing forces determine the domain-wall thickness, one arises from 
the exchange energy, the other from the anisotropy energy. The exchange energy (Eexch 
is created by the interaction between magnetic moments and is defined as 
EeX~h = —,uo .zJml m~ cos ~ (1-8) 
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where ,uo is the permeability in free space and its value is ,uo = 4~ x 10-' Hm-1 , z is the 
number of nearest neighbors, J is the nearest-neighbor interaction, mi and m~ are the 
strength of magnetic moments (usually mi = m~ = m) and ~ is the angle between the 
neighboring moments. In the simplest case of a linear chain, each magnetic moment has 
two nearest neighbors, that is z = 2 . If ~ is small, one can substitute cos ~ =1— ~2 / 2 , 
and the exchange energy per moment becomes 
E exch = ~0'T m 2 (~ 2 — 2 ) 
Summing the individual exchange energies over the number of moments in the wall 
yields 
2~2 
EeX~h = ~o Jm n 
(1-9) 
(1-10) 
where n is the number of moments in the wall. 
Fora 180° domain wall with n lattice parameter, each of size a, ~ becomes ~ / n . 
Substituting it into equation (1-10) gives the exchange energy per unit area 
2 2 
E exch _ lup.Tm 7z 
a2 na2
From the above equation, it is clear that the larger n, the lower the value of ~ and the 
lower the exchange energy. Therefore, exchange energy favors thicker domain walls. 
Anisotropy energy is associated with the energy differences of the magnetic 
moments when they are aligned along different crystallographic directions. In the case of 
a domain wall of thickness ~ ,the anisotropy energy per unit area EQnis can be expressed 
as 
Ennis = K~ (1-12) 
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where K is the anisotropy constant. The above equation shows that the anisotropy favors 
thinner domain walls because the anisotropy energy is lower with smaller domain wall 
thickness ~ . 
The summation of the anisotropy and exchange energies gives the expression for 
the domain-wall ever er unit area E • gyp domain-wall • 
_ ,uo.Tm2~z2 
E domain-wall — 2 + K~ 
na 
(1-13) 
The thickness of the domain wall is determined by minimizing the domain-wall 
energy with respect to its thickness. Table 1-2 lists the domain-wall properties for iron, 
cobalt and nickel. It can be seen that the material with the largest anisotropy energy, 
cobalt, has the thinnest domain wall. 
Table 1-2 Domain wall properties for Iron, Cobalt and Nickel 
Property Fe Co Ni 








Exchange energy (J) 2.Sx10~21 4.5x10-21 2x1021
Anisotropy energy at 300K (kJm 3) 48 450 -5 
There are two general types of domain walls, 180° domain wall and non-180° 
domain wall. The 180° domain walls are the most common and occur between anti-
parallel domains. The non- 180° domain walls have orientations depending on the 
direction of the easy axes in the material. In iron, the easy axes are the <100> directions, 
so the domain walls between a domain oriented along the (010) direction and one 
oriented in the (001) direction would be called a 90° domain wall. Unlike iron, in nickel, 
the easy axes are the <111> direction. 
1.2.2 Magnetization processes 
A ferromagnetic material that is not macroscopically magnetized contains many 
domains because the existence of a single domain is normally energetically unfavorable 
due to the high magnetostatic energy associated with a single domain sample. when the 
magnetostatic energy exceeds the energy required for domain wall formation, multiple 
domains will form in the material thereby reducing the magnetostatic energy. 
Under the action of a magnetic field, the orientations and sizes of these magnetic 
domains will change. These changes in magnetization under an applied magnetic field 
can be either reversible or irreversible, depending on the domain processes involved. A 
reversible change in magnetization is the one in which after application and removal of a 
magnetic field, the magnetization returns to its original value. More often both reversible 
and irreversible changes occur together, so that on removal of the field the magnetization 
does not return to its initial value. 
~-~ ~~ ~ { f ~~~ 
~'~ { _ {, ~ 
f f~ 
~'~ ~r 1 f 2 3 
~ t ~ >~ 
E ~ ~ ~ ~ 








Figure 1-2 Magnetization curve and the classification of magnetization 
mechanism 
It is often suggested that the magnetic hysteresis curve of a ferromagnetic material 
can be interpreted in terms of four distinct regions, as illustrated in Figure 1-2. 
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(i) Starting from zero field, a narrow field region "1" where domain walls move 
reversibly and will return to their original position if the field is removed. 
(ii) A low-field region " 2", where domain walls move irreversibly as they overcome 
barriers presented by pinning sites in the microstructure. 
(111) A intermediate-field region "3", where domain nucleation and annihilation occurs. 
(iv) A high-field region "4", where little domain wall motion occurs and further 
increase in magnetization is predominantly due to rotation of the magnetization 
vectors within individual domains. 
1.2.3 Stress dependent magnetization 
The effect of stress on magnetization is normally referred to as the magneto-
mechanical effect. It has been shown experimentally that there is a close relationship 
between the magnetostriction ~, of a material and its magnetic behavior under stress. 
Stress can create an easy axis of magnetization. Therefore, when stress (residual 
or applied) is present, stress induced anisotropy must be considered along with any other 
anisotropies that may exist. Stress causes a uniaxial anisotropy, and the corresponding 
magnetoelastic energy Eme is defined as 
__ 3 2 2 
E me 100 6 ( a l Yl 2 
+a2Y2 +a3 Y3 
- 3~.,~~ Q(a~a2Y~Y2 + aaa3Y2Y3 + a3a~Y3Y~ (1-14) 
where ~ ~ is the stress magnitude, a l , a 2 , a 3 are the direction cosines of M, and Yi , YZ , 
Y3 are the direction cosines of ~' with respect to the crystal axes. 
More than that, the effect of changing stress on the magnetization of a magnetic 
material leads to behavior in which the magnetization has been observed to increase or 
decrease under exposure to the same stress under the same external applied field. This 
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indicates that the phenomenon is dependent on more than simply the external influences 
of stress 6 and magnetic field H. In fact, the behavior depends on the magnetization 
history of the specimen, which for major hysteresis loops can be expressed in terms of the 
displacement from the anhysteretic (Man — M). This, together with the field H and stress 6, 
specifies the state of the material on a major hysteresis loop. 
1.3 Stress dependent irreversible and reversible magnetizations 
The energy lost to pinning is expressed as a function of the irreversible change in 
magnetization Mirr by the equation [2] 
n E~ Min 
E in ` M  irr =  dM irr p 2m ~ 
(1-15) 
where n is the number density of pinning sites, <E,~> is the average pinning energy of the 
sites for 180° domain walls, and m is the magnetic moment of a typical domain. The 
hysteresis equation for irreversible changes in magnetization can be derived and can be 
shown to be 
~n ~~ _ dM irr
Mirr M  
where He is the effective field, defined as 
~` ,uo 2m dHe
(1-16) 
and ~ is a directional parameter having the vale +1 for dH/dt > 0 and -1 for dH/dt < 0. 
In previous work [2] [3 ], it has been shown that the reversible component of 
magnetization Mre1, reduces the difference between the prevailing irreversible 
magnetization Mirr and the anhysteretic magnetization Man at the given field strength. 
This can be expressed as 
M rev = C(M an —M irr I (1-18) 
where Man is the anhysteretic magnetization and Mirr is the irreversible magnetization, 
which is achieved when all domain walls are returned to their planar condition and all 
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reversible rotations of domain magnetizations are relalced back to zero. The coefficient c 
describes the flexibility of the magnetic domain walls. 
It has been found in previous studies [4] [5] [6] that the direction of the change in 
magnetization with applied stress is independent of the sign of the stress for small 
stresses when the magnetization is sufficiently distant from the anhysteretic. This means 
that the direction of change is not directly dependent on the stress, but rather on some 
other related quantity, which is independent of the sign of the stress. A reasonable 
hypothesis [7] is to consider the elastic energy per unit volume W supplied to the material 





where E is the relevant elastic modulus. It may reasonably be anticipated that some of 
this elastic energy causes unpinning of domain walls. 
This equation can be transformed into a derivative with respect to stress 6. From 
equation (1-19) the differential of the elastic energy dW is given by 
dW = (~)d6 (1-20) 
Equation (1-18) can then be differentiated with respect to the elastic energy W 
supplied to the material as a result of applied stress: 
dM rev _ dM an dM irr —c —
dW dW dW 
(1-21) 
and based on law of approach, in which the magnetization moves irreversibly towards the 
anhysteretic on application of stress, 
dM irr  _ 1 
\ M  an — M  irr I dW ~ 
where ~ is a coefficient with dimensions of energy per unit volume, which relates the 
derivative of irreversible magnetization with respect to elastic energy to the displacement 
of the irreversible magnetization from the anhysteretic magnetization. The derivative of 
the total magnetization with respect to the elastic energy is then obtained by summing the 




~1—C~\M an —Mirr/ +Cd ~ ~ 
Considering equation (1-20), therefore equation (1-23) becomes 
dM 1 dM an
2 6(1—C) ( M an —Mirr) +Cd ~- ~ d ~-
and equation (1-22) can be written as 
(1-23) 
(1-24) 
dM irr  __ 1 _ 
2 6(M  an —Mirr) (1 25 ) d6 ~ 
where c = (E~ )1~ is a coefficient that has dimensions of stress. 
This equation can predict the measurement data under some circumstance, but not 
always true in practice. So, it needs to be modified to accurately describe the 
experimental data. 
1.4 Stress dependent anhysteretic 
As described in previous work [ 8 ], an applied uniaxial stress 6 acts in some 
respects like an applied magnetic field operating through the magnetostriction ~,. This 
additional `field' H~ can be described by considering the free energy A of the system 
along the reversible anhysteretic magnetization curve, namely 
~0 2 3A = ,uo HM + a1V1 + — 6~, + TS (1-26) 
2 2 
where T is temperature, S is entropy and ,uoaM2/2 is the self-coupling energy. The 
dimensionless term a has been defined previously [3] and represents the strength of the 
coupling of the individual magnetic moments to the magnetization M. The effective 
magnetic field causes a change in magnetization, and therefore is determined by the 
derivative of this energy with respect to magnetization M. The derivative of entropy with 
respect to bulk magnetization M in a ferromagnet will be negligible in the cases under 
consideration because the fields applied here do not increase the ordering within the 
12 
domain, although they do lead to a change in the bulk magnetization M. Therefore the 
effective field is given by 
1 dA 3 ~' d~, Hey. _ =H+aM+—
,uo dM 2 ,uo dM 
(1-27) 
This means that a correction needs to be made to the anhysteretic magnetization 
as a result of the application of stress. 
In cases in which the applied stress is not co-axial with the direction along which 
~, and M are measured, the stress 6 used in equation (1-27) is simply the component of 
applied stress along this direction. For isotropic materials this is given by 
~' = 6 o cos 2 8 — v sin 2 8 (1-28) 
where 8 is the angle between the axis of the applied stress 6o and the axis of the magnetic 
field H and v is Poisson's ratio. Consequently Ham, the component of the effective field 
due to stress, is 
H~ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ J = ~ ~° ~~~ J ~cos2 8—vsin Z e~ (1-29) ~o ~ ~o 
According to effective field theory, the effects of stress have been incorporated 
into the equivalent effective field. It is therefore implicit in this description of the theory 
that the anhysteretic magnetization under field H and stress 6, is identical to the 
anhysteretic magnetization under an equivalent effective magnetic field 
H+aM+ 3 6 d~. ,
2 ,uo ~ dM 6 
In other words, the change in energy of the magnetization in a particular direction 
can be described either in terms of the stress or, equivalently, in terms of the effective 
magnetic field that causes the same change in energy. 
In the isotropic limit, the stress-dependence of the anhysteretic magnetization 
curve can be determined from the equation [7] 
M an = M S
_ ~ ~ _ 
2 ~C„ dM coth 
H + aM + 









where a=kBT/,uom in which kB is BOltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, and m is the 
magnetic moment Of a typical domain. 
In the uniaxial case, the stress-dependence Of the anhysteretic magnetization 
curve can be determined as 
M an = M s I COth 
H + aM + 3  Q~d~1 ~ 
2 ,uo dM ~ o (1-32) 
a 
~ ~ 
In the planar case, the stress-dependence of the anhysteretic magnetization curve 
can be determined by the Taylor expression Of the Langevin function. 
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2 STRESS DEPENDENCE OF HYSTERESIS AND 
BARKHAUSEN 
2.1 Introduction 
It is conventional to discuss the properties of ferromagnetic materials in terms of 
various parameters associated with the hysteresis loop of the material. 
Figure 2-1 shows such a graph, together with the definition of customary parameters. 
The remanence Br is defined as the nonzero flux density remaining in the material 
when the field in the material is brought from its maximum value back to zero. The 
coercivity H~ is the amount of field in the opposite direction that has to be applied before 
the remaining flux density in the material is finally brought back to zero. 
15 
2 — B(Tesla) 
-2 — 
Figure 2-1 A typical hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material 
The slope of the B-H curve, known as the differential permeability,u~ , is typically 
a maximum at the coercive field H~, and so the maximum differential permeability ,u,~X
is another characteristic of the hysteresis loop. The path taken on the B-H plot when an 
unmagnetized specimen is subjected to a maximum field is known as the initial 
magnetization curve, and the slope of the initial magnetization as the field begins to 
increase from H = 0 , M = 0 is known as the initial permeability,uin . 
The area enclosed by the hysteresis loop is the hysteresis loss WH. The loop area 
is the magnetic energy that is dissipated per unit volume if the material is completely 
cycled around one loop. The energy loss is associated with irreversible motion of 
magnetic domain walls inside the material and appears in the material as heat. The 
hysteresis is thus due to irreversible thermodynamic changes that develop as a result of 
magnetization. One effect that has to be addressed is the problem of demagnetizing 
effects due to finite geometries and magnetic pole formation at both ends of the specimen. 
This effect leads to a reduction in effective local field in the material by — Nd M ,where 
Nd is known as the demagnetizing factor and is dependent on the shape of the sample. 
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Figure 2-2 B arkhausen discontinuities along the hysteresis loop 
The smooth appearance of the hysteresis loops is the result of an averaging effect 
due solely to the properties of the instrumentation used to determine them. The 
implication of the discovery of the Barkhausen effect is that if variations in the magnetic 
flux density B are sufficiently well resolved in time and space, it would be seen that the 
hysteresis curve is not smooth but consists of a large number of small steps as depicted in 
Figure 2-2. If a search coil is wound around a specimen that is slowly magnetized, these 
individual discontinuous steps in flux density are detected as sharp transient pulses of 
voltage across the coil and these pulses are called Barkhausen pulses. 
Ferromagnetic hysteresis and the Barkhausen effect are related to the irreversible 
stochastic motion of magnetic domain walls during the magnetization process. The 
intrinsically random nature of domain wall motion is a consequence of the pinning 
process caused by lattice defects, inclusions, or interactions between different domain 
walls. Magnetic and thermal treatments, applied stresses, and many other factors may 
affect the properties of the pinning sites. Because of this, a detailed description of the 
17 
various microscopic magnetization processes, and of the related hysteretic behavior, 
remains a very difficult task. 
2.2 Jiles-Atherton hysteresis model 
Inside a ferromagnetic material, there is coupling between the domains. 
According to the Jiles-Atherton model this coupling can be represented as a coupling to 
the bulk magnetization M and this is called effective field. This effective field is 
analogous to the Weiss mean field experienced by the individual magnetic moments 
within a domain. 
The response of the magnetization to this effective field in the absence of 
hysteresis can be expressed as 
where f is an single-valued function of He which takes the value zero when He is zero and 
takes the value unity as He tends to infinity and MS is the saturation magnetization. The 
form of this function varies depending on such factors as anisotropy. Although equation 
(2-1) is an implicit function, it represents asingle-valued relation between magnetic field 
H and magnetization M an  for certain value of a and a. An example is shown in Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-3 Anhysteretic magnetization curve for isotropic material 
modeled using Langevin function 
After solving the first order differential equation numerically, a sigmoid-shaped 
hysteresis loop can be obtained. Through changing the parameters and the form of 
anisotropy, this model is able to model the magnetization of soft magnetic materials, hard 
magnetic materials and anhysteretic magnetization. Figure 2-4 shows three typical 
modeled hysteresis curves. 
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Figure 2-4 Hysteresis curves modeled by the Jiles-Atherton model 
2.3 Jiles-Sipahi-Williams Barkhausen model 
A model which is able to describe the Barkhausen effect over the entire hysteresis 
loop has been proposed by Jiles, Sipahi and Williams (JSW) [9]. One new magnetic 
Barkhausen model, which incorporates the ideas from both the ABBM and JSW model is 
described previously [10]. The non-linear irreversible differential permeabilities are input 
into the new model by extracting values from the Jiles-Atherton hysteresis model. The 
Gaussian distributed background noise is also integrated into the new model and the 
systematic comparisons between the modeling and experimental results show that the 
new model can accurately reproduce the experimental Barkhausen signals. 
In real applications, It is not possible to totally remove the background noise. 
Therefore, this factor has to be taken into account in the new model. In order to analyze 
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its statistical characteristics, the background noise was collected and its pulse height 
distribution (PHD) was calculated using anewly-developed data acquisition and analysis 
system. 
2.4 Main contribution: new model, experiment, and modeling 
This section presents an integrated model which provides a description of the 
effects of stress on both hysteresis loops and Barkhausen emission (BE) signals. It has 
been proposed in previous studies that an applied stress can be treated as an effective 
field operating through the magnetoelastic coupling [ 11 ] [ 12 ]. The theory of 
magnetomechanical effect based on this approach has been found useful in describing the 
effects of varying stress on magnetization [7] [13] and the effects of applied stresses on 
anhysteretic magnetization curves and BE signals [ 14]. This approach nevertheless 
cannot always completely describe the stress dependence of hysteresis loop properties 
such as coercivity and remanence [15]. In this study the magnetomechanical hysteresis 
model has been extended by taking into account the effect of applied stresses on domain 
wall pinning. The extended model has been found capable of reproducing the 
dependence of magnetic properties, such as coercivity and remanence, on applied stress. 
The model has also been incorporated into the hysteretic-stochastic model of Barkhausen 
effect [16]. In this approach the stress effects on BE signal can be modeled according to 
the variations of the hysteresis model parameters with applied stress. 
Although the background noise has been mentioned [11], there was no effective 
implementation in that model. On the other hand, the model uses a constant ratio of the 
maximum Barkhausen signal as the white noise. That is to say, however strong the 
Barkhausen signal is, the background noise is proportional to the signal. The model's 
output looks reasonable, but it is not correct in theory. Since the white noise is 
proportional to the square of background noise, a reasonable method to handle this 
problem is to introduce a coefficient, such as q, to describe the relation of those noises: 
White _noise = q(Background _ noise)2 
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2.4.1 Extension to the Hysteresis and Barkhausen model 
It has been shown in previous studies [ 13] [ 14] that the effect of an applied stress 
Q on magnetization M of ferromagnetic materials can to some extent be treated as an 
effective field given by 
3 6~d~,~
H~ _-
2 ,uo ~ dM ~ 
(2-2) 
where ~, is the magnetostriction and ,uo is the permeability of free space. If the 
magnetostriction can be described by an equation of the form ~, = y~V1 2 , where ~ is a 
coefficient dependent on 6, the total magnetic field sensed by a domain can then be 





where ae~. = a + 3y6/,uo , and a is a mean field parameter representing inter-domain coupling 
[ 17] and H is the true applied field. 
The applied stress changes the anisotropy energies of domains due to the 
magnetoelastic coupling, and this in turn alters the levels of local energy barriers that a 
domain wall needs to overcome before it moves irreversibly from one pinning site to 
another. Therefore the strengths of pinning sites for domain walls become dependent on 
the applied stress. For simplicity in the isotropic case, consider a domain wall separating 
two domains which are magnetized along and at an arbitrary angle 8 to the stress 
direction respectively. The difference in magnetoelastic energies between the domains is 
nF, _ — ~ ~,56~1—cost 8~ (2-4) 
Under a constant or zero applied magnetic field the domain wall may break away 
from the pinning site and move across the energetically unfavorable domain if the 
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internal field is large enough to overcome the pinning force. This causes irreversible 
changes in magnetization. 
For those domain walls which remain pinned after a constant stress ~' has been 
applied, the energy needed to overcome the pinning site becomes dependent on 6 
because the domains separated by the domain wall will have different magnetoelastic 
energies. As a result the coercivity of the material changes with the applied stress. This 
effect can be described using the equation based on the theory of ferromagnetic hysteresis 
[18]. According to this theory the energy EPin dissipated through pinning and unpinning 
of a domain wall is proportional to the change in magnetization and the pinning 
coefficient ko = no<~> l 2m, where m is magnetic moment, no is the pinning site density 
and <~> is the average pinning energy without applied stress. Since the applied stress 
alters the pinning energy on either side of a domain wall as given in equation (2-4), the 
pinning coefficient (denoted by keff) becomes dependent on stress and can be written as 
k ey = Y1~6~ ~ ~ Q — ~ ~ S 6(1— cos z 8) > l 2m 
no < Eo > l 2m — no < 3z ~.SQ(1— cos Z 8) > l 2m 
= ko — no < 32 ~.S ~(1—cos 2 8) > l 2m 
(2-5) 
where < > is the value averaged over all the pinning sites and key is dependent on 6 
because the applied stress changes the orientation of domain magnetization with respect 
to the stress axis (i.e. 8 is a function of ~. Equation (2-5) was derived based on the 
assumption that the density of pinning sites (dislocations, secondary phases and 
precipitates) remains unchanged under applied stresses within the elastic limit of the 
material. Accordingly the stress-induced change in the pinning coefficient is deternuned 
by the product of ~ and 6 For materials with positive ~ (e.g. iron at low field strengths) 
key decreases with tension but increases with compression, while for materials with 
negative ~.s (e.g. nickel) lce~ shows the opposite dependence on stress. It is expected that 
for soft magnetic materials coercivity exhibits a stress dependence similar to that of Ices, 
since in soft magnetic materials the pinning coefficient k is approximately equal to 
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coercivity [2] [19]. The stress dependence of coercivity predicted by the current model is 
consistent with that observed in the previous studies on steel [13] [14] and nickel [20]. 
2.4.2 Measurements of the hysteresis loop and BE signals 
The experimental setup for measurements of hysteresis loop and BE signals are 
shown in Figure 2-5. A pickup coil of 600 turns was directly wound around the center of 
the sample. A Hall sensor was mounted on the sample to detect the surface field along the 
axis of the sample. The Hall sensor was connected to a Gaussmeter and the output was 
logged on a computer. During the measurements a 2 Hz magnetizing field with a 
triangular waveform was applied to the sample. The voltage signal induced across the 
pickup coil, which by Faraday's law is proportional to the dB/dt, was logged on a 
computer. This signal was integrated numerically with respective to time to obtain the 
flux density B which was plotted versus the measured field H to give the hysteresis loop. 
The pickup coil signal was also filtered using an analog band-pass filter and was 
amplified to obtain the BE voltage signal. The sampled signal was analyzed using a 
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Figure 2-5 Diagram for measuring the BE signals and hysteresis loop 
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pulse height distribution (PHD), fast Fourier transform (rN'1') and power spectral density 
(PSD) of the voltage signal. 
In situ hysteresis loop and BE measurements were made on samples under various 
applied stresses within the elastic limit using aservo-hydraulic mechanical testing system. 
During the measurement a sample was magnetized using a solenoid. The magnetic field 
H was measured using a Hall sensor mounted on the sample surface. The output of a 
search coil wound on the sample was integrated to obtain the hysteresis loop, and was 
amplified (60 dB) and band pass filtered (10 to 100 kHz) to obtain the BE signals. 
Magnetostriction was measured using strain gages mounted on the sample surface. 
In this study BE signal was simulated based on ahysteretic-stochastic process 
model of domain wall dynamics [ 19], which has been extended recently by including the 
theory of the magnetomechanical effect to provide a description of BE signal under 
applied stress. According to the extended model BE signal voltage can be expressed in 
terms of the rate of irreversible changes in magnetization irr which is governed by [20] 
y
, 
d I irr /L irr dH Q dH ~ I irr  - ( — )—
dt z dt dt z 
(2-6) 
where dH~/dt is the rate of change of applied field, z = aGSxirr and x~rr is the irreversible 
differential susceptibility. H~ is the local pinning field governed by 
 + -
dL irr ~ ~~irr 
(2-7) 
where ~ represents the range of interaction of a domain wall with pinning sites. The 
function W(lirr) describes the Wiener-Levy (W-L) process [ 19] which has a zero mean but 
a finite variance proportional to the intensity of the local pinning field A. i.e. 
< dW >= 0, but < dW a >= 2ASdI irr •The irreversible susceptibility xarr can be computed 
using the hysteresis model [ 14] by 
~~ _  ~M a — M  irr 
trr 
(ke~.~~~~) — Lae + (36/2,u 0 )(~
2
~1 ~~ 2~kMa — M irr~ 
(2-g) 
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In this approach the effects of the applied stress on BE signal can be modeled via 
the parameters key and c~~ which are dependent on stress as shown in equations (2-4) and 
(2-5). 
2.4.3 Modeling results 
Hysteresis loops were simulated for various stress levels using the following 
values for the model parameters: BS = 1.7x106 A/m, c = 0.605, a = 1300A/m and a = 
0.00268. The parameter c~~ was calculated for different stress levels using equation (2-
3). The values of y were obtained by fitting ~, = yi~I 2 to the measured magnetostriction 
curves. The values of keff for different stress levels were determined by obtaining the best 
fit to the experimental data. 
As shown in Figure 2-6, stress-induced changes in the experimental hysteresis 
loops can be calculated using equations of the hysteresis model. Good agreement was 
observed between the experimental and modeled hysteresis loops in the low field regime 
(that is at field strengths below the coercive field) and for the range of applied stress 
studied in this work (-533 MPa to 320 MPa). The coercivity and remanence of the 
simulated hysteresis loops exhibited a stress dependence consistent with that of the 
experimental data as shown in Figure 2-7. Detailed comparison nevertheless revealed 
that under high compressive stresses (larger than 100 MPa) the modeled hysteresis curves 
showed deviations from the experimental results in particular at the knee of the hysteresis 
loops as shown in Figure 2-6. A possible explanation is that under high compressive 
stresses domain magnetization prefers to align perpendicular to the stress axis in steel. At 
the knee of the hysteresis loop the magnetization reversal processes involve mainly 
reversible rotation of domain magnetization towards the applied field, as indicated by the 
small hysteresis in high field regime of the experimental loops. This process is not 
accounted for by the current model, which is based primarily on the consideration of 
domain wall motion [21]. 
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Figure 2-6 (a) Measured and (b) modeled hysteresis loops in AISI 410 
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Figure 2-7 Measure and modeled coercivity and remanence in AISI 410 
stainless steel as a function of stress. 
As shown in Figure 2-8, the pinning coefficient key appears to vary approximately 
linearly with stress within the range of -533 MPa to 200 MPa. This experimental result 
is consistent with that predicted by equation (2-5). On the other hand key becomes 
relatively insensitive to stress beyond 200 MPa. A possible explanation is that 
application of large tensile stress favors a domain structure in which domains are 
magnetized along the stress axis and hence have the same magnetoelastic energy. As a 
result the magnetoelastic energy does not contribute further to the strength of domain 
wall pinning and therefore key becomes less sensitive to further changes in the applied 
stress. 
The dependence of the normalized root-mean-square (rms) values of the 
Barkhausen signal (normalized with respect to the values at 6= 0 MPa) on applied stress 
is shown in Figure 2-9. The measured BE signal increases with tension but decreases 
with compression. This is consistent with the results reported in previous work [17]. The 
simulated BE shows a stress dependence which is in agreement with that of the 
experimental data. The present results indicate that the extended model provides a 
description of the stress effects on BE signals, which can be exploited for nondestructive 
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Figure 2-9 Measured and modeled rms BE voltage (normalized) as a 
function of applied stress. 
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2.5 Conclusion 
Jiles-Atherton hysteresis model and Jiles-Sipahi-Williams Barkhausen model are 
integrated together which provides a coherent description of the effects of stress on 
hysteresis loop and Barkhausen effect (BE) signals. BE signal was calculated based on 
the hysteretic-stochastic process model of domain wall dynamics, which has been 
extended to include the magnetomechanical effect. For comparison hysteresis loops and 
BE signals were measured in materials subjected to various tensile and compressive 
stresses within the elastic limit. The stress dependence of the modeled hysteresis loop 
properties and BE signals was found to be in good agreement with the experimental 
results. 
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3 MAGNETOMECHANICAL EFFECTS 
3.1 Introduction 
Stress is one of the principal external factors affecting the magnetization of 
materials. The magnetomechanical effect, that is the change of magnetization of a 
magnetic material resulting from the application of stress, has attracted attention because 
of its scientific complexity. Anew and improved model equation for interpreting the 
magnetomechanical effect has been developed based on extension of the previous 
equation to include the Rayleigh law. According to the previous theory of the 
magnetomechanical effect which is based on the "law of approach", application of stress 
induces changes in magnetization towards the anhysteretic magnetization which itself is 
stress-dependent, and the rate of change of magnetization with the input elastic energy is 
dependent on the displacement of the prevailing magnetization from the anhysteretic 
magnetization. The theory has been refined by including a new linear term in the model 
equation in addition to the well-known quadratic term. It was found that the modified 
theory provides a much better description of the magnetization changes under stress, 
particularly at small applied stress amplitudes and when the stress changes sign. 
Both effective field theory and the law of approach have their limitations. 
Rayleigh's Law gives us a basis for the solution of problems which arose due to 
disagreement between theory and observation. The law of approach can be modified by 
adding a linear component into the equation in addition to the usual quadratic term. The 
new model equation gives results that are in better agreement with experimental 
observations. 
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3.2 Previous model theories of magnetomechanical effects 
Recent research has shown that the magnetization curves of materials can be 
modeled in a variety of configurations [21]. In addition stress, whether uniaxial [22] or 
torsional [23], strongly affects the measured magnetic properties. The effect of stress on 
magnetization can be described as a perturbation of the magnetic field, since the stress 
affects the orientation of magnetic moments through the magnetoelastic coupling [7]. 
But this "effective field theory" and the "law of approach" have their limitations. 
Experimental results of Craik and Wood [7] are shown in Figure 3-1 (which is 
taken from figure 5 of [4]). At zero stress, the slope of the magnetic induction versus 
stress curve is positive, either on the positive stress side or the negative stress side. 
.. .... ........ 
The +~ariati an i n mag netic i nd ucti on B with stress for a 
specimen of mi Id steel after Craik and mood [5]. 
Figure 2-1 The variation in magnetic induction B with stress for a 
specimen of mild steel, after Craik and Wood [4]. The slope at zero stress 
is positive. 
As shown in previous research [28], the effect of stress on the magnetization can 
be considered as an effective field which can be derived from thermodynamics as the 
derivative of the appropriate free energy with respect to the magnetization, 
3 6 d ~, 
H ~ _ (3m1) 
2 ,u o dM 
where 6 is the stress which is negative for compression and positive for tension, ~ is 
the magnetostriction, M is the magnetization of the material, and ,uo is the permeability 
of free space. This equation can be used under suitable conditions for the description of 
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uniaxial, multiaxial and torsional stresses on anhysteretic magnetization. The total 
effective field Hey, including the stress contribution, can be represented as 
where a is a dimensionless mean field parameter representing inter-domain coupling and 
His the applied field. 
Then the total effective field Hem, including the stress contribution, is 
3 6o d~, 2 2 Hey. = H + aM +— (cos B— vsln 8) (3-3) 
2 ,uo dM 
where 8 is the angle between the axis of the applied stress 6o and the axis of the magnetic 
field H and v is Poisson's ratio. 
Based on symmetry, an empirical model for magnetostriction can be given as 
~ _ YlM 2~ 
=o 
(3-4) 
If use approximation to the magnetostriction by including the terms up to i = 1, 
this gives 
H = H + aM + 3Y1~° cost 8 — v sine M e.~ ( e) 
~o 
(3-5) 
Figure 3-2 is the calculated result based on equation (3-5) which uses the effective 
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Figure 3-2 Calculated result using effective field theory. Under conditions 
similar to those employed in reference [4]. 
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field theory. From this figure, we can see that the slope of magnetization versus stress 
curve at zero stress is zero, which is not in total agreement with experimental results. 
In many cases the stress can be included in the form of a perturbation to the 
magnetic field. The key to this description is to provide a means by which both magnetic 
field and stress can be treated similarly in the equations. However not all 
magnetomechanical behavior can be explained by the effective field theory. For example, 
at larger stresses this approximation is no longer valid since magnetic field and stress 
have different effects on magnetization. 
A model theory of the changes in magnetization that a ferromagnetic material 
undergoes when subjected to an applied uniaxial stress has been described previously [7]. 
The change in magnetization on application of stress can be described by equation (3-6) 
and (3-6'), in which the rate of change of magnetization with elastic energy is 
proportional to the displacement of the magnetization from the anhysteretic 
magnetization. 
dM  _ 1 _ _ dMan 3-6 2 6(1 c)(Man Mirr) + c ( ) d6 ~ d6 
dM err _ 1 , 
d6 ~ 2 
~'(M ~ — Mirr) (3-6 ) 
Figure 3-3 is a calculated result based on equation (3-6). Without the linear term, 
the slope of the magnetization versus stress curve must be zero at zero stress. This does 
not occur very often in practice and is not a general result. In other words, this model 
equation needs to be modified in order to give predictions that are in agreement with 
observations. 
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Figure 3-3. The calculated variation of magnetization with stress under 
conditions similar to those employed in reference [4]. The slope at zero 
stress is zero. 
3.3 Previous approach to the magnetomechanical effects model 
Computer modeling and simulation of materials behavior is becoming 
increasingly important in nondestructive evaluation computer aided design of 
components and devices. Many works are concerned with improving the modeling of 
magnetization changes under constant magnetic field and varying stress, i.e. 
magnetization changes known as H — 6 process. Viable modeling of these processes can 
allow us to predict the behavior of magnetic materials under stress. 
As mentioned previously [ 24 ], in Figure 3-4, it is seen that the computed 
magnetization near zero stress appears to increase in unlimited fashion rather than 
ultimately tending to a limiting hysteretic pattern, as seen experimentally [25][26][27]. 
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Figure 3-4 Variation of the magnetization according to the original 
magnetomechanical model after repeated stress cycling at constant field 
H. The numbers represent the magnetization curve obtained during each 
succeeding leg of the stress variation (cited from [24] ). 
Previous study [31 ] gives two possible approaches to generalizing the model that 
seem reasonable. The first one is proposed to use two different relaxation constants, ~a 
and fir, with ~r > ~a (i.e., ca and cr, with cr > Ea ), as seen by the following equations. 
dM 1 dM 
d6 ~a d6 
dM 1 dMan 
d6 Er d6 
The physical concept for this is that stress application (denoted by a) is different 
from stress release (denoted by r). Stress application (i.e. increasing stress) essentially 
"reshapes" domain boundaries, causing some irreversible wall movement and some 
bowing of domain walls. Of the walls that move, some get so strongly pinned that they do 
not move on stress release (i.e. decreasing stress). Wall reshaping is therefore different on 
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Figure 3-5 Variation of the computed magnetization with stress cycling 
using revised model and different sets of ~ and ~. (cited from [24] ). 
Figure 3-5 shows different variations of the magnetization after stress cycling, 
using this revised model. The limiting stress hysteresis loop for magnetization is 
approached very quickly in some cases. In others, it is approached more slowly or not 
quite reached. Clearly, the behavior seen experimentally can now be produced by the 
revised version of the model, at least qualitatively. 
The second approach introduces a "turning point stress" in equation (3-6), i.e. it is 
the stress that existed the last time the sign of the changing stress was changed. 
dM 1 dM 
do- ~ d6 
From Figure 3-6, it can be seen that a limiting stress hysteresis loop is again 
approached using this second revised model. The limiting loop does not show quite as 
much hysteresis as the first revised model. However, it is still possible to produce cases 
where the magnetization quickly goes to the limiting behavior, more slowly approaches 
the limiting behavior, or does not quite reach the limiting behavior after several cycles of 
applying stress. Thus, qualitatively, the second model also exhibits agreement with 
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Figure 3-6 Variation of the computed magnetization with stress cycling by 
adding Qo (cited from [24] ). 
However, these two approaches have their difficulties respectively. The first one 
uses different relaxation constants which add extra dimensions to this problem and is 
difficult to justify. One problem with the second approach is that it would imply that 
dW = [~6 — 6 0 ~l E]dQ (3-10) 
dM~rr - (°.— ~~ )d~~M~ — M~n~ (3-11) s 
and if 6 is decreasing (d 6<0) from 6 ,then with 6 > 0 and Man > Mirr, it follows that 
dMirr is positive and Mirr continues to approach Man. Although it gives good practical 
results, the reformulation is hard to physically justify, because if we take algebraic 
• — (6-6 012 integral with respect to ~ for equation (3 -10), It well imply W — which can not 
2E 
be easily explained. 
3.4 Main contribution: development of model theory of 
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magnetomechanical effects, measurement, and further investigation 
3.4.1 First hypothesis 
The Rayleigh law, which describes hysteretic behavior in magnetization at low 
field strengths, can be expressed as 
where for the initial magnetization curve xa is the initial susceptibility and ~ is called the 
Rayleigh constant; +for positive field, -for negative field. 
Rayleigh also showed that the hysteresis loop was composed of two parabolas: 
M = (xa — ~1H- )H + ~ CH 2 — H ~) (3-13) 2 
M = C.~a + ~H+ )H — ~ CH 2 — H?) (3-14) 2 
where equation (3-13) and (3-14) present ascending and descending portions of the loop, 
respectively. H+ and H_ are the m~imum fields applied. These equations are the same 
except for the sign change on the quadratic term and the sign change on the linear term. 
When the value of H is reduced to zero, the remnant magnetization on the descending 
(upper) branch is ,~R+ = 2,~H+2 while on the ascending (lower) branch it is,~R_ _ _ Z,~H_Z . 
From equation (3-12), we will have ,~+ =xaH++~IH+Z and M_ =xag_ —~g_Z WI10Te M+
and M_ are the magnetization at maximum applied magnetic field H+ and H_.. 
Substituting these into equation (3-13) and (3-14), we obtain 
M — M, _ ,'~o ~H — H+ ~ — ~ ~H — H+ ~2 C3-15) 
M — M_ = x a ~H — H_~+ ~ ~H — H_ ~Z (3-16) 
According to Brown [28] the effect of stress on magnetization can be expressed 
using an equation that is very similar to the Rayleigh law. In this derivation the fractional 
change in volume is 
(3-17) 
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where Vo is the original volume before any domain wall movement and Vtot is the total 
volume of the sample; aand /~ are constants depending on domain wall type. From this, 
in the simplest case of spin-up and spin-down domains, it is easily shown [17] that 
0M = 2MSOV (3-18) 
therefore if there is a change in volume of the domains d V a corresponding change of 
magnetization dM occurs. Beginning from these definitions and equation (3-17), we can 
see that the equivalent expression for the change in magnetization is 
This equation is true whether stress is increasing in the positive direction (tension) or the 
negative direction (compression). So when a = 0, dM = 0 and d V = 0 which is the starting 
condition. Subsequently change in magnetization can be represented as change of dM. 
From this we can develop stress dependent equations for the Rayleigh region. 
Consider the similarity between Brown's hypothesis (equation (3-12)) and the Rayleigh 
law (equation (3-17) ), when the stress is being reduced from 6+ along the descending 
branch, referring to equation (3-15), referring to equation (3-15), the equation governing 
this is 
OM -0M + = ZM
SL
LI'u6 - 6 + I /- ~ 
~6-6+~2J 
(3-20) 
while when the stress is being reduced from 6_ along the ascending branch, referring to 





where d M+ and d M_ represent the change of magnetization at the maximum tensile and 
compressive stress respectively. 
There is an important difference between this stress dependent equation and the 
normal field dependent Rayleigh region equation. In perticular, these curves are actually 
symmetric, unlike the analogous curve of magnetization versus field. Also when the 
value of 6 is reduced to zero, the remanent magnetization on the descending (upper) 
branch is oM = 2Ms  ~6 2 while on the ascending (lower) branch it is oM _ __ 2Ms 6 2 . R+ 2 R 2 ~ 
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3.4.2 Extension of this hypothesis 
Based on the above equations, it can further be shown that the elastic energy per 




where E is the relevant elastic modulus and ~ is a coefficient which denotes the rate of 
speed when magnetization approaching the anhysteretic magnetization. 
This equation can be transformed into a derivative with respect to stress o. From 
equation (3-22) the differential of the elastic energy dW is given by 
Equation (1-18) can then be differentiated with respect to the elastic energy W 
supplied to the material as a result of applied stress: 
dM rev dM an dM irr =c —
dW ~ dW dW ~ 
and based on the law of approach, there is also: 
dM err 1 
dW ~ 
where ~ is a coefficient with dimensions of energy per unit volume, which relates the 
derivative of irreversible magnetization with respect to elastic energy to the displacement 
of the irreversible magnetization from the anhysteretic magnetization. The derivative of 
the total magnetization with respect to the elastic energy is then obtained by summing the 
irreversible and reversible components from equations (3-25) and (3-26): 
dM  _ (1— c) dM an — ~ (Man — M Irr ) + c (3-27) 
dW ~ dW 
(3-25) 
Considering equation (3-23) and (3-24), therefore equation (3-27) now becomes 
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l.~6 ~ 
~1— C~~Man — Mirr)~a'±~7E)+c(E±~I) d ~~ (3-28) 
where Man is the anhysteretic magnetization, 6 is the stress, M~rr presents the irreversible 
component of magnetization , E is the relevant elastic modulus, c describes the flexibility 
of the magnetic domain walls. s has been defined previously [30], r~ is coefficient which 
represents irreversible change in the magnetization with the action of a stress [31]. 
Equation (3-26) can then be written as 
where s = (E~ )1~ is a coefficient that has dimensions of stress. 
Both equation (3-28) and equation (3-29) contain an additional term compared 
with equation (3-6). This is due to the use of the Rayleigh law equivalent. 
~ Man/Ms o. 2 
0. 18 
Ms = 1710000 A/m 0.16 
a = 900 A/m 
0. 14 K= 2000 A/m 
a = 0.0011 0. 12 
c = 0. 1 0. 1 
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Figure 3-7 The calculated variation of magnetization with stress under 
conditions similar to those employed in reference [4]. The slope at zero 
stress is positive. 
The calculated result using model equation (3-29) is shown in Figure 3-7. At zero 
stress, the slope of induction versus stress curve is positive, either on the positive stress 
side or the negative stress side. 
In order to test the new model equation, a series of model calculations has been 
performed to predict the experimental data and reproduce the measurement curve. Figure 
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3-8 shows a good agreement with a previous model calculation using the following 
parameters: Ms = 1.7 MA/m, a = 1000 A/m, k = 1000 A/m, alpha = 0.001, c = 0.1, yll = 
4E-18 A2/m2, y12 = -2E-26 AZ/m2, y21 = 2E-30 A4/m4 and y22 = -5E-39 A4/m4, E = 2E+11 





Figure 3-8 Calculated changes in magnetization with stress at constant 
magnetic field of H = 1000 A/m. 
Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show the reproduction of experiment conducted by 
Pitman [29] . The parameters used are Ms = 1.71 MA/m, a = 955 A/m, k = 2015 A/m, 
alpha = 0.008, c = 0.099. y11 = 2E-18 AZ/m2, y12 = -1E-26 A2/m2, y21= 1E-30 A4/m4 and 
y22 = -5E-39 A4/m4, E = 0.7E+8 Pa and ~ = 24.5E+3 Pa. 
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Figure 3-9 The calculated variation of magnetic induction B with stress at 
a field of 80 A/m under conditions similar to those employed by Pitman 
[29]. The specimen was first magnetized by applying a field of -40kA/m 
and the field was subsequently reduced to 80 A/m. 
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Figure 3-10 The calculated variation of magnetic induction B with stress at 
a field of 80 A/m under conditions similar to those employed by Pitman 
[29]. The specimen was first magnetized by applying a field of 40kA/m 




Figure 3-8 shows a good agreement with a previous model calculation using the 
following parameters: Ms = 1.7 MA/m, a = 1000 A/m, k = 1000 A/m, alpha = 0.0011, c = 
0.1, yll = 2E-18 A2/m2, y12 = -1.5E-26 A2/m2, y21 = 2E-30 A4/m4 and y22 = -5E-39 A4/m4, 
c = 2E+ 11 Pa and ~ =2.5E+7 Pa. 










Figure 3-11 Calculated changes in magnetization with stress at constant 
magnetic field of H = 1000 A/m. The specimen was subjected to both 
tensile and compressive stress up to 100MPa. 
Although there are no pictures shown here for reproducing the experimental result 
by Birss et al [30] and Jiles and Altherton [31], Table 3-1 shows the results of 
comparison of previous work by this simulation method. It can be seen that this results 
agree well with experimental data, especially the data at the remanent point when stress 
equals to zero. 
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Table 3- l . A comparison of measured and modeled changes in magnetic 
induction with stress under various conditions. 
Reference 
H ~ max 4 Bmax (T) 4 Brem (T) 
( gym) (MPa) Measured Model Measured Model 
Pitman[29] 80 -400 -1.25 -1.21 -1.20 -1.13 
1.30 1.17 1.25 1.25 
Craik and 26 98 0.16 0.09 0.12 0.07 
Wood [4] -98 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.07 
80 98 0.37 0.31 0.27 0.20 
-98 -0.02 0.07 0.20 0.20 
132 98 0.43 0.60 0.34 0.32 
-98 -0.16 0.11 0.15 0.31 
Birss 40 69 0.005 0.005 
et al [30] -69 0.005 0.021 
80 69 0.01 0.01 
-69 0.01 0.04 
160 69 0.024 0.021 
-69 0.020 0.081 
Jiles and 320 140 0.007 0.010 
Atherton[31] 960 140 0.018 0.023 
1600 140 0.031 0.030 
3200 140 0.036 0.035 
3.5 Conclusion 
In reversible cases the stress can be included in the form of a perturbation to the 
magnetic field, so both magnetic field and stress can be treated similarly in the equations. 
This is the so called "effective field theory". Because there are irreversible and hysteretic 
effects, not all magnetomechanical behavior can be explained by this simple theory. The 
Law of Approach model can simulate well on the initial magnetization curve, but not 
always so well on the descending and ascending branch. The slope (dM/d ~) Q =o is also 
not found to be zero in practice, although the theory suggests that it should be. At larger 
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stresses this simple approximation is no longer valid since magnetic field and stress have 
different effects on magnetization. So the "Effective Field Theory" and the "Law of 
Approach" have their limitations. Rayleigh's Law gives us a basis for improving the 
model theory by including both linear and non-linear term. The "Law of Approach" is 
still valid under this extension because it can be modified by the linear component into 
the equation. The new model equation gives results that are in better agreement both 
qualitatively and quantitatively with observations. 
It can be seen that the shape of curves shows a good agreement with the 
magnetomechanical theory which is the basis for further development of magnetoelastic 
NDE sensors. Detailed studies of the effects of these factors on measurement parameters 
are therefore essential to the development of magnetic inspection techniques for residual 
stress determination. The experimental data are still under analysis and will be validate 
the magnetomechanical hysteresis model. 
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4 MEASUREMENT ON NICKEL SAMPLE 
4.1 Measurement 
Although the measurement on magnetomechanical effects in steel samples had 
been done before, there are few experimental data on nickel samples to examine the 
relationship between the magnetic induction and stress under constant magnetic field. 
In order to verify the generality of the improved model, a series of experiments 
were made on nickel samples which have different magnetostrictive properties, Figure 4-
1. The experiment involved applying an external stress to the materials at up to 60% of 
the estimated yield strength and detecting the changes in magnetic induction in situ using 
an encircling coil. 
~~~ ~~~ 
Pik pup i~ 
~. ~ ~~ ~rfa~ .n r 
~~~~~:a~ 
Figure 4-1 Hysteresis loop B vs. H and B vs. 6 curve measurement. 
The objective of this research is to perform systematic experimental studies of 
connection between micro-structural changes due to stress and magnetic properties of 
ferromagnetic Fe-based materials. The specimen is with 6 inch length and 0.318 inch 
diameter. All the measurements were conducted within the sample's elastic limit in order 
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to make a completely reversible process. An initial measurement was carried out using 
the Magnescope to obtain the stress-strain curve for the material and for the purpose of 
obtaining preliminary hysteresis data under both tensile and compressive loading 
conditions. Figure 4-2 shows 200MPa in this experiment is within its elastic range. 
During these initial trials, surface-hysteresis measurements were carried out using the 
Magnescope. The results, all carried out under positive (tensile) and negative 
(compressive) loading conditions, are shown in Figure 4-3. Magnetic (hysteresis) 
parameters for applied tensile forces up to 200MPa were calculated and displayed as a 
function of applied load. These parameters included the coercivity, remanence, initial 
permeability and maximum differential permeability. Magnetic coercivity results exhibit 
linear behaviors under compressive loads and nonlinearities under tension but probably 
offer an adequate measurement tool under limited conditions. The remanence also shows 
a linear function respect to loads within limited load. 
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Figure 4-2 Initial stress-strain curve for Ni showing that the elastic limit 
for this material is above 200MPa. 
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Figure 4-3 Initial magnetic (hysteresis) data for Ni obtained up to 200MPa. 
The magnetic coercivity appears to be particularly sensitive to applied load but 
exhibits anon-linear response over SOMPa under tensile stress, which is also seen in the 
magnetic remanence results over 100MPa, under either tensile or compressive stress. 
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During the test a sample was first demagnetized using an ac magnetic field with decaying 
field amplitude. The sample was then subjected to cyclic stresses with different proles: 
a) two cycles of cyclic stress (first tensile and then compressive) of amplitude 200 MPa; 
b) two cycles of cyclic stress (first compressive and then tensile) of amplitude 200 MPa, 
Figure 4-4; c) five cycles of applying a tensile stress up to 200 MPa and then decreasing 
it to zero, Figure 4-5; d) five cycles of applying a compressive stress up to 200 MPa and 
then decreasing it to zero, Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-4 The magnetic field for the top graph is 3200 A/m and 1019 A/m 
for the bottom one. The curves demonstrate the approaching to the 
anhysteretic magnetization curve under both tensile and compressive stress. 
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These stress profiles were used to investigate the stress-induced irreversible 
changes in magnetization, which in general is asymmetric depending on the sign of stress. 
The measurements were repeated under different magnetic field strengths. The output of 
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Figure 4-5 The magnetic fields from the top graph to the bottom one are 0 
A/m, 3200 A/m, and 1019 A/m. The curves are approaching to the 
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Figure 4-6 The magnetic fields from the top graph to the bottom one are 0 
A/m, 3200 A/m, and 1019 A/m. The curves are approaching to the 
anhysteretic magnetization curve under compressive stress cycle. 
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From Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, we can see that in the demagnetized state, stress 
alone can cause domain wall motion and can create an easy axis of magnetization. 
Stress-induced changes in magnetization were simulated using the improved 
model equation of the magnetomechanical effect. The input model parameters were 
determined by measuring hysteresis loops and magnetostriction curves under various 
applied stresses using the Magnescope. The stress-strain curve of the sample was also 
measured to determine the mechanical properties such as the Young's modulus for use in 
the simulations. 
4.2 Input parameters for the model 
Several parameters should be known before calculate the model results by the 
above mentioned theory. These parameters include domain density, hysteresis loss, 
domain coupling, reversibility, maximum applied magnetic field, maximum applied 
stress, Poisson's ratio for this specimen, Young's modulus, the angle between applied 
stress and applied magnetic field, stress related constant E and the other four 
magnetostriction components. In this section, it is shown how to obtain these parameters. 
Considering the symmetric parabola shape of the typical magnetostriction curve 
as shown in Figure 4-7, it is reasonable to use a simplified approximation to the 
magnetostriction by including the power terms up to 2 and ignoring the constant term, 
which is simply the elastic strain and does not play an active role in the 
magnetomechanical effect [7] . 
The stress-dependence of magnetostriction curve ~, (M, 6) can be described in 
terms of the stress dependence of Y1 and ~2 using a Taylor series expansion as described 
by equation (1-7). Then, yll ~ y22 can be obtained from curve fitting from yl and y2 versus 
stress graph, as seen in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7 Curve fitting results of magnetostriction against magnetization 
at various tensile stress levels. 
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The parameters, yl and y2, in equation (1-5) about magnetostriction are 
approximately linearly proportional to stress, Figure 4-8. That is to say the hypothesis of 
equation (1-7) is consistent with the experimental result. Table 4-1 shows the results 
obtained on one nickel sample by this method. 
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Figure 4-8 Curve fitting results of magnetostriction against stress. 
0 
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Table 4-1 Linear curve fitting from OMPa to 200MPa for yll ^' y22 
Yll y12 Y21 y22 
1.03 E-16 1.11 E-18 3.38 E-28 -4.34 E-30 
Other hysteresis parameters such as domain density, hysteresis loss, domain 
coupling, and reversibility can be calculated from a predetermined set of slopes and 
intercepts taken from experimentally measured hysteresis curves [2] . Figure 4-9 tells 
how to get the required parameters from hysteresis loop and Table 4-2 shows the 
measured magnetic properties including various susceptibilities, coercivity, and 
remanence. Table 4-3 shows the hysteresis parameters obtained by the inversion 
algorithm from the data given in Table 4-2. 
Figure 4-9 The various data from the hysteresis curve that are used in the 
parameter calculation routine. 
Saturation 
Slope of anhysterestic at the origin Xan 
Slope of initial curve at the origin Xin 
Slope at coercive point Xc 
Remanence Mr 
Slope at remanence Xr 
Ms Remanence Mr 
Field at loop tip (field malcimum) Hm 
Magnetization at loop tip (maacimum) Mm 
Slope at loop tip Xm 
Demagnetization factor N 
Coercivity He 
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Hm (A/m) 22224.86 
Mm (A/m) 440398.6 
Xm 6.63 
Mr (A/m) 258463.4 
Xr 27.59 
He (A/m) 2704.101 
Xc 253.605 
Table 4-3 Hysteresis parameters of nickel sample under zero stress level. 
Nickel Sample 
Ms (A/m) 480000 
a (A/m) 1235 
k (A/m) 2886 
A 0.006 
C 0.14 
Excluding the possibility of the precision with which .data can be obtained from 
the experimental hysteresis loops, however, using the values listed in Table 4-3 as input 
data for the hysteresis loop simulation program, which is shown in Figure 4-10, can not 
get similar properties values as listed in Table 4-2. That is to say, the inversion algorithm 
does not hold for the nickel sample, unlike the mild steel which was investigated 
previously. 
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Figure 4-10 Comparison of experimental and modeled data using 
calculated parameters. 
If using the following parameters Ms = 530000 Alm, a = 6500 Alm, k = 
2700 Alm, a = 0.036, c = 0.1, which are tuned for the experimental curve, a better 
result can be got as shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11 Comparison of experimental and modeled data using free 
selected parameters. 
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It can be seen [2] that the conversion algorithm works well for mild steel. But by 
comparing the above two graphs, this algorithm is not always applicable for all kinds of 
material, especially for the hard magnetic materials. 
4.3 Further study on stress dependent parameters 
Suppose the inversion algorithm can give a correct value for the model parameters. 
Further study can be done based on this assumption. That is to say we can find out 
whether there is some relation between the model parameters and the applied stress or not. 
The effective field theory treats applied stress as a effect of changing of the domain 
coupling coefficient, and the other parameters as constant. 
The experimental data of hysteresis loop under various applied stress are shown in 
Figure 4-12. The curves from upper one to lower one stand for different data obtained 
under different stress levels from zero to tensile 200MPa. 
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Figure 4-12 Different hysteresis loops under various stress levels. Stresses 
from upper to lower are 0, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200MPa. 
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Then we can calculate every set of parameters for the hysteresis loops under 
different stress level. Figure 4-13 through Figure 4-16 show the domain density, 
hysteresis loss, domain coupling, and reversibility as functions of stress. 
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Figure 4-13 Domain density under different stresses. 
Figure 4-14 Hysteresis loss under different stresses. 
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Figure 4-15 Domain coupling under different stresses. 
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Figure 4-16 Reversibility under different stresses. 
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It can be seen that except for domain coupling, all the other parameters increase 
almost linearly with stress. The domain coupling also is a linear function respect to stress 
within different ranges. The reason for the sudden change of domain coupling is the 
change of stress dependent component of magnetostriction. As the stress increases, the 
stress related components (y12 and y22 in this study) become the dominant components of 
the magnetostriction. After that point, the stress dependent components will dominate the 
magnetostriction all the way until the stress changes the sign. 
Based on the evidence, the model theory can be modified by including the 
consideration of stress dependent parameters which are mentioned above. That is to say, 
not only domain coupling affects the hysteresis loop under various stresses, but also other 
parameters do. However, deeper study of the physical meaning of the relationship 
between these parameters and stress is needed. 
Due to time limitation, modeling result by the iterative modification of the model 
theory has not been shown in this study. But it is intended that these results will be shown 
in future work. 
4.4 Conclusion 
Extra experimental measurements on a nickel sample have been conducted to 
verify the new model theory. These include magnetomechanical effect measurements and 
stress affected hysteresis loop measurements. Anhysteretic magnetization and stress-
strain relationships were also measured at the same time. 
Since the nickel has unique properties, it has been found that the model equation 
can not reproduce the experimental data with full agreement. That is to say that the model 
theory still needs to be corrected, especially for the modeling parameter calculation 
routine and algorithm for convergence of the theoretically predicted loop on the 
experimentally measured stress loop. 
The relationship between model parameters and applied stress is discussed in this 
chapter. Experimental data show that most parameters can be described as linear 
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functions of stress, except for the domain coupling which is already considered in the 
model software. This examination has guided the development of the model theory and 
the simulation software correspondingly. 
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5 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the magnetic Barkhausen effect, magnetomechanical effect and their 
applications have been systematically investigated experimentally, theoretically and 
.numerically. The effect of stress on magnetic properties of bulk material has also been 
studied using the files-Atherton modeling approach. 
files-Atherton hysteresis model and files-Sipahi-Williams Barkhausen model are 
integrated together which provides a coherent description of the effects of stress on 
hysteresis loop and Barkhausen effect (BE) signals. Also, different mathematical 
algorithms were used to deal with the convergence of the numerical routine. A new 
method to handle the background noise was introduced into this model. BE signal was 
calculated based on the hysteretic-stochastic process model of domain wall dynamics, 
which has been extended to include the magnetomechanical effect. For comparison 
hysteresis loops and BE signals were measured in materials subjected to various tensile 
and compressive stresses within the elastic limit. The stress dependence of the modeled 
hysteresis loop properties and BE signals was found to be in good agreement with the 
experimental results. 
Both effective field theory and the law of approach have their limitations. 
Rayleigh's Law gives us a basis for the solution of problems with our understanding of 
the magnetomechanical effect which arose due to disagreement between theory and 
observation. The law of approach can be modified by adding a linear component into the 
equation in addition to the usual quadratic term. The new model equation gives results 
that are in better agreement with previous experimental observations, especially for soft 
magnetic materials such as iron and mild steel. This approach can be thought as a mile 
stone during the thorough study into this magnetomechanical field. 
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Extra measurements on the nickel sample have been conducted to verify the new 
model theory. Since the nickel has unique properties, it has been found that the model 
equation can not reproduce the experimental data with full agreement. That is to say the 
model theory still needs to be refined, especially for the modeling parameter calculation 
routine and algorithm for convergence on a stress dependent loop. 
In order to make this model theory work on both hard and soft materials, more 
measurements need to be done, including stress dependent hysteresis loops, stress 
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Modeling of Stress Effects on Magnetic Hysteresis and Barkhausen 
Emission Using an Integrated Hysteretic-Stochastic Model 
C.C.H. Lo, Member, IEEE, S.J. Lee, L. Li, L.C. Kerdus and D.C. Jiles, Fellow, IEEEAbstract 
-- An integrated magnetic model has been developed which provides a coherent description of the effects of 
stress on hysteresis loop and Barkhausen effect (BE) signals. BE signal was calculated based on the hysteretic-
stochastic process model of domain wall dynamics, which has been extended to include the magnetomechanical 
effect. For comparison hysteresis loops and BE signals were measured in materials subjected to various tensile 
and compressive stresses within the elastic limit. The stress dependence of the modeled hysteresis loop 
properties and BE signals was found to be in good agreement with the experimental results. 
Index Terms —hysteresis modeling, Barkhausen effect modeling, magnetoelastic coupling, stress effect . 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents an integrated model which provides a description of the effects of stress on both hysteresis loops and Barkhausen emission (BE) signals. It has been 
proposed in previous studies that an applied stress can be treated as an effective field 
operating through the magnetoelastic coupling [1,2]. The theory of magnetomechanical 
effect based on this approach has been found useful in describing the effects of varying 
stress on magnetization [3,4] and the effects of applied stresses on anhysteretic 
magnetization curves and BE signals [5]. This approach nevertheless cannot always 
completely describe the stress dependence of hysteresis loop properties such as coercivity 
and remanence [6]. In this study the magnetomechanical hysteresis model has been 
extended by taking into account the effect of applied stresses on domain wall pinning. 
The extended model has been found capable of reproducing the dependence of magnetic 
properties such as coercivity and remanence on applied stress. The model has also been 
incorporated into the hysteretic-stochastic model of Barkhausen effect [7]. In this 
approach the stress effects on BE signal can be modeled according to the variations of the 
hysteresis model parameters with applied stress. 
Err~CT OF STRESS ON HYSTERESIS MODEL PARAMETERS 
It has been shown in previous studies [1-3] that the effect of an applied stress bon 
magnetization M of ferromagnetic materials can be treated as an effective field given by 
3 ~ d~, ~ 
H~ _-
2 ,uo dM i
(1) 
where ~, is the magnetostriction and ,uo is the permeability of free space. If the 
magnetostriction can be described by an equation of the form ~. = y~V1 2 , where ~ is a 
~o 
coefficient dependent on 6, the total magnetic field sensed by a domain can then be 
written in a particularly simple form, 
He =H+aM+ 3Y6 M =H+ae M .~' 
~o ~ 
(2) 
where aeff - a + 3y~/,uo , and oc is a mean field parameter representing inter-domain coupling 
[9] and hI is the applied field. 
The applied stress changes the anisotropy energies of domains due to the 
magnetoelastic coupling, and this in turn alters the local energy barrier that a domain wall 
needs to overcome before it moves irreversibly from one pinning site to another. 
Therefore the strengths of pinning sites for domain walls become dependent on the 
applied stress. For simplicity consider inside a isotropic material a domain wall 
separating two domains which are magnetized along and at an arbitrary angle 8 to the 
stress direction respectively. The difference in magnetoelastic energies between the 
domains is 
DE'= — ~~is6~1—cos2 6~ (3) 
Under a constant or zero applied magnetic field the domain wall may break away 
from the pinning site and move across the energetically unfavorable domain if the 
internal field is large enough to overcome the pinning force. This causes irreversible 
changes in magnetization. 
For those domain walls which remain pinned after a constant stress 6 has been 
applied, the energy needed to overcome the pinning site becomes dependent on 6 
because the domains separated by the domain wall will have different magnetoelastic 
energies. As a result the coercivity of the material changes with the applied stress. This 
effect can be described based on the theory of ferromagnetic hysteresis [9]. According to 
this theory the energy EPin dissipated through pinning and unpinning of a domain wall is 
proportional to the change in magnetization and the pinning coefficient ko = no<~> / 2m, 
where m is magnetic moment, no is the pinning site density and <~> is the average 
pinning energy without applied. stress. Since the applied stress alters the pinning energy 
on either side of a domain wall as given in equation (3), the pinning coefficient (denoted 
by key) becomes dependent on stress and can be written as 
key. = n(6) < ~o — 32 ~s ~(1—cos 2 e) > l 2m 
no < Eo > l 2m — no < / ~s 6(1—cos 2 8) > l 2m 
= ko — no < 3, ~s 6(1—cos 2 8) > l 2m 
where < > is the value averaged over all the pinning sites and is dependent on 6 because 
the applied stress changes the orientation of domain magnetization with respect to the 
stress axis (i.e. B is a function of ~. Equation (4) was derived based on the assumption 
that the density of pinning sites (dislocations, secondary phases and precipitates) remains 
unchanged under applied stresses within the elastic limit of the material. Accordingly the 
stress-induced change in the pinning coefficient is determined by the product of ~ and 6. 
(4) 
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For materials with positive ~ (e.g. iron at low field strengths) keff decreases with tension 
but increases with compression, while for materials with negative ~,S (e.g. nickel) keff 
shows the opposite dependence on stress. It is expected that for soft magnetic materials 
coercivity exhibits a stress dependence similar to that of key, since in soft magnetic 
materials the pinning coefficient k is approximately equal to coercivity (10, 11]. The 
stress dependence of coercivity predicted by the current model is consistent with that 
observed in the previous studies on steel [1,3] and nickel [12]. 
MODELING OF STRESS Err~CT ON BARKHAUSEN SIGNAL 
In this study BE signal was simulated based on ahysteretic-stochastic process 
model of domain wall dynamics [7], which has been extended recently by including the 
theory of the magnetomechanical effect to provide a description of BE signal under 
applied stress. According to the extended model BE signal voltage can be expressed in 
terms of the rate of irreversible changes in magnetization I,,, which is governed by [8] 
d I,~,  _ ,'~;,, ~dHa _ dH~~ _ I;,~ 
dt z dt dt z 
(5) 
where dHa/dt is the rate of change of applied field, z = a~Gsxirr and xirr is the irreversible 
differential susceptibility. H~ is the local pinning field governed by 
dI irr ~ dj irr 
where ~ represents the range of interaction of a domain wall with pinning sites. The 
function W(lirr) describes the Wiener-Levy (W-L) process [7] which has a zero mean but 
a finite variance proportional to the intensity of the local pinning .field A. i.e. 
< dW >= 0, but < (dWl 2 >= 2AShc irr 
The irreversible susceptibility x~rr can be computed using the hysteresis model [2] 
by 
y ~ _  ~ 
M a — M  irr 
/[~ irr 
(k e~~s'~o) — lae~ + (36~Z~1o)(a 2~~aM 2)kMa — M irr~ 
In this approach the effects of the applied stress on BE signal can be modeled via the 
parameters key and off  which are dependent on stress as shown in equations (2) and (4). 
(~) 
PROCEDURES 
In situ hysteresis loop and BE measurements were made on samples under 
various applied stresses within the elastic limit using aservo-hydraulic mechanical 
testing system. During the measurement a sample was magnetized using a solenoid. The 
magnetic field H was measured using a Hall sensor mounted on the sample surface. The 
output of a search coil wound on the sample was integrated to obtain the hysteresis loop, 
and was amplified (60 dB) and band pass filtered (10 to 100 kHz) to obtain the BE 
signals. Magnetostriction was measured using strain gages mounted on the sample 
surface. 
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Hysteresis loops were simulated for various stress levels using the following 
values for the model parameters: BS = 1.7x 106A/m, c = 0.605, a = 1300A/m and a = 
0.00268. The parameter off  was calculated for different stress levels using (2). The 
values of ywere obtained by fitting ~, - y~ 2 to the measured magnetostriction curves. The 
values of keff  for different stress levels were determined by obtaining the best fit to the 
experimental data. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As shown in Fig. 1, stress-induced changes in the experimental hysteresis loops 
can be calculated using the hysteresis model. Good agreement was observed between the 
experimental and modeled hysteresis loops in the low field regime (tfiat is at field 
strengths below the coercive field) and for the range of applied stress studied in this work 
(-533 MPa to 320 MPa). The coercivity and remanence of the simulated hysteresis loops 
exhibited a stress dependence consistent with that of the experimental data as shown in 
Fig. 2. Detailed comparison nevertheless revealed that under high compressive stresses 
(larger than 100 MPa) the modeled hysteresis curves showed deviations from the 
experimental results in particular at the knee of the hysteresis loops as shown in Fig. 1. A 
possible explanation is that under high compressive stresses domain magnetization 
prefers to align perpendicular to the stress a~cis in steel. At the knee of the hysteresis loop 
the magnetization reversal processes involve mainly reversible rotation of domain 
magnetization towards the applied field, as indicated by the small hysteresis in high field 
regime of the experimental loops. This process is not accounted for by the current model, 
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Fig. 2 Measure and modeled coercivity and remanence in AISI 410 stainless steel as a function of stress. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the pinning coefficient key appears to vary approximately linearly 
with stress within the range of -533 MPa to 200 MPa. This experimental result is 
consistent with that predicted by equation (4). On the other hand keff becomes relatively 
insensitive to stress beyond 200 MPa. A possible explanation is that application of large 
tensile stress favors a domain structure in which domains are magnetized along the stress 
axis and hence have the same magnetoelastic energy. As a result the magnetoelastic 
energy does not contribute further to the strength of domain wall pinning and therefore 
key becomes less sensitive to further changes in the applied stress. 
The dependence of the normalized root-mean-square (rms) values of the Barkhausen 
signal (normalized with respect to the values at Q= 0 MPa) on applied stress is shown in 
Fig. 4. The measured BE signal increases with tension but decreases with compression. 
This is consistent with the results reported in previous work [5]. The simulated BE 
shows a stress dependence which is in agreement with that of the experimental data. The 
present results indicate that the extended model provides a description of the stress 
effects on BE signals, which can be exploited for nondestructive evaluation of stress via 
BE measurements. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An integrated magnetic hysteresis and Barkhausen effect model has been developed 
which can be used to describe the effects of applied stresses on hysteresis in 
magnetization and Barkhausen effect signals. Barkhausen signals were simulated using a 
hysteretic-stochastic model which has been extended to include the magnetomechanical 
effect. The dependence of the simulated magnetization hysteresis loop properties and 
root-mean-square Barkhausen voltage on applied stress were found to be in agreement 
with experimental results. 
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Fig. 4 Measured and modeled rms BE voltage (normalized) as a function of applied stress. 
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Modified Law of Approach for the Magnetomechanical Model: 
Application of the Rayleigh Law to the Stress Domain 
Abstract-- Stress is one of the principal external factors affecting the magnetization of materials. A new and 
improved equation for modeling the magnetomechanical effect has been developed based on extension of the 
previous equation to include the Rayleigh law. Accordingly the previous theory of the magnetomechanical effect 
L. L, Student Member, IEEE and D.C. files, Fellow Member, IEEE 
has been refined by including a new linear term in the model equation in addition to the well-known quadratic 
term. 
Index Terms-- magnetization, magnetomechanical, stress 
INTRODUCTION 
OMPI:TTER modeling and simulation of the properties of materials is becoming 
increasingly important. One of the major challenges today is to provide reliable 
models for non-linear and hysteretic effects in materials. The magnetomechanical 
effect, that is the change of magnetization of a magnetic material resulting from the 
application of stress, has attracted attention because of its complexity. Development 
of an accurate model description of the magnetomechanical effect becomes 
increasingly important in applications of stress sensors using magnetostrictive 
materials and in magnetic measurements for evaluation of stress in materials. 
According to the previous theory of the magnetomechanical effect which is based 
on the `law of approach' [4], application of stress induces changes in magnetization 
towards anhysteretic magnetization. The anhysteretic itself is stress-dependent, and 
the rate of change of magnetization with the input elastic energy is proportional to the 
displacement of the prevailing magnetization from the anhysteretic magnetization. 
This model theory has some limitations. For example, as indicated by Sablik [2], it is 
seen that the computed magnetization near zero stress appears to increase in unlimited 
fashion rather than tending to a limiting hysteretic pattern, as seen experimentally. It 
has also been found experimentally that the slope of the magnetization versus stress 
curve at zero stress is generally non-zero, whereas the model suggests that it should 
be identically zero. 
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Previous model theories of magnetomechanical effects 
Recent research has shown that the magnetization curves of materials can be 
modeled in a variety of configurations [1]. In addition stress, whether uniaxial or 
torsional [3], strongly affects the measured magnetic properties. It has been known that 
the effect of stress on magnetization can be described as a perturbation of the magnetic 
field, since the stress affects the orientation of magnetic moments through the 
magnetoelastic coupling [4]. 
In many cases the stress can be included in the form of a perturbation to the 
magnetic field. The key to this description is to provide a means by which both magnetic 
field and stress can be treated similarly in the equations. However not all 
magnetomechanical behavior can be explained by the effective field theory. For example, 
at larger stresses this approximation is no longer valid since magnetic field and stress 
have different effects on magnetization. 
Experimental results of Craik and Wood [5] are shown in Fig. 1 (which is taken from 
figure 5 of (5] ). At zero stress, the slope of the magnetic induction versus stress curve is 
non-zero, either on the positive stress side or the negative stress side. 
FIGURE 1. The variation in magnetic induction B with stress for a specimen of mild steel, after Craik and Wood [5]. The 
slope at zero stress is non-zero. 
The effective field can be derived from thermodynamics as the derivative of the 
appropriate free energy with respect to the magnetization [4], 
H = 3 6 d~. (1) 
2 ,u , dM 
where ~' is the stress which is negative for compression and positive for tension, ~. is 
the magnetostriction, M is the magnetization of the material, and ,t.~ is the permeability 
of free space. This equation can be used under suitable conditions for the description of 
uniaxial, multiaxial and torsional stresses on anhysteretic magnetization. Ignoring 
demagnetizing field contributions, the total effective field Hey, including the stress 
contribution, can be represented as 
Hey. = H +aM +Ha (2) 
~~ 
where a is a dimensionless mean field parameter representing inter-domain coupling and 
His the externally applied field. 
If the applied field and applied stress are not coaxial, then 
Hell = H + aM + 3  6° 
d~ (cos 2 B — v sin 2 B) 
2 ,u, dM a
(3) 
where 8 is the angle between the axis of the applied stress 6o and the axis of the magnetic 
field H and v is Poisson's ratio. 
Based on symmetry considerations, an empirical model for magnetostriction can 






Using an approximation to the magnetostriction by including the terms up to i 
= 1, this becomes 




Fig. 2 shows the calculated result based on Eq. (5) which uses the effective field 
theory. From this figure, we can see that the slope of magnetization versus stress curve at 
zero stress is zero, which is not in total agreement with experimental results. 
A model theory of the changes in magnetization that a ferromagnetic material 
undergoes when subjected to an applied uniaxial stress has been described previously [6]. 
The change in magnetization on application of stress can be described by equation Eq. (6), 
in which the rate of change of magnetization with elastic energy is proportional to the 
displacement of the magnetization from the anhysteretic magnetization. 
dM _ 1 ~(1— c)(M ~ — M err) + c 
dM an ( 6 ) 
dQ E2 d6 
H=80 
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FIGURE 2. Calculated result using effective field theory. Under conditions similar to those employed in reference [5] 
Fig. 3 is a calculated result based on Eq. (6). Without the linear term, the slope of 
the magnetization versus stress curve must be zero at zero stress. This does not occur in 
practice. In other words, this model equation needs to be modified in order to give 
predictions that are in agreement with observations. 
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FIGURE 3. The calculated variation of magnetization with stress under conditions similar to those employed in reference 
[5]. The slope at zero stress is zero. 
Development Of An Improved Model Theory Of The Magnetomechanical 
Effect 
The Rayleigh Iaw, which describes hysteretic behavior in magnetization at low 
field strengths, can be expressed as 
M =xa H ± ~H 2 (~) 
where, for the initial magnetization curve, xa is the initial susceptibility and ~ is called the 
Rayleigh coefficient; +for positive field use, -for negative field. 




where Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) present ascending and descending portions of the loop, 
respectively. H+ and H_ are the maximum fields applied. 
From equation (7), we have M+ =xaH+ + ~H+2 and M_ = xaH_ - ~H_ 2 where M+ and M_ 
are the magnetization at maximum magnetic field H+ and H_.. 
Substituting these into Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), we obtain 
M — M+ =.ra~H — H+) — ~ ~H — H+)22 
M—M_ =Xa~H—H_~+~~H—H_~Z 
(10) 
The effect of stress on magnetization can be expressed using an equation that is 
very similar to the Rayleigh law [7]. In this derivation the fractional change in volume is 
v `~ ~ nor 
where Vo is the original volume before any domain wall movement and Vtot is the total 
volume of the sample; a and ~ are constants depending on domain wall type. From this, 
in the simplest case of spin-up and spin-down domains, it is easily shown [8] that 
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~m = 2MSov (13) 
Therefore if there is a change in volume of the domains d V a corresponding change of 
magnetization dM occurs. 
From these definitions, Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), we can see that the equivalent 
expression for changes in magnetization is 
and this equation is true whether stress is increasing in the positive direction (tension) or 
the negative direction (compression). 
From this we can develop stress dependent equations for the Rayleigh region. 
When the stress is being reduced from 6+
along the descending branch, then the equation governing the magnetization change is 
M~1 -0M+ =2MSraV~l-16+1~-~(6-Q+ ~Z JL 
when the stress is being reduced from o_ along the ascending branch, then the equation 
governing the magnetization change is 
0 Man/Ms o. 2 ~ M/Ms 
o. is 
Ms = 1710000 A/m 0.16 
a = 900 A/m 
K= 2000 A/m 0. 14 
a = 0.0011 0. 12 
c = 0. 1 0. 1 
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FIGURE 4. The calculated variation of magnetization with stress under conditions similar to those employed in reference [5]. 
The slope at zero stress is positive. 
In other words, these curves are symmetric, unlike the analogous curve of 
magnetization versus field. 
Results of new investigation 
Based on Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), a new model equation, with an additional linear 
term, has been developed. 
dM = 1 
(1-C)(Man -Mirr)(~±rJE)+c(6  ±'/) 
dMan
da~ E2 E d6 
(17) 
where Man is the anhysteretic magnetization, 6 is the stress, Mirr presents the irreversible 
component of magnetization , E is the relevant elastic modulus, c describes the flexibility 
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of the magnetic domain walls. e has been defined previously [6], r~ is coefficient which 
represents irreversible change in the magnetization with the action of a stress [7]. 
The calculated result using this model equation is shown in Fig. 4. At zero stress, 
the slope of induction versus stress curve is non-zero, either on the positive stress side or 
the negative stress side. This result agrees well with experimental data. 
Conclusion 
Both effective field theory and the law of approach have their limitations. 
Rayleigh's Law gives us a basis for the solution of problems with our understanding of 
the magnetomechanical effect which arose due to disagreement between theory and 
observation. The law of approach can be modified by adding a linear component into the 
equation in addition to the usual quadratic term. The new model equation gives results 
that are in better agreement with experimental observations. 
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